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ABSTRACT
One approach in verifying the correctness of a multiprocessor
system is to show that its execution results comply with the
memory consistency model it is meant to implement. It has been
shown in prior work, however, that accurately verifying such
compliance even of a single execution result is an NP-complete
problem, for an unlimited number of processors. In this paper, we
present a suite of post-mortem algorithms that perform the
compliance check in an efficient, although not exhaustive,
manner. Our algorithms employ the concept of vector clocks
together with a heuristic made from a variation of the problem in
P class. An implementation of these algorithms has been
successful in efficiently detecting several bugs during the course
of validating the design of commercial microprocessors and
systems.

Although our algorithms are presented with the Total Store Order
(TSO) memory model, the ideas can also be applied to other
models ranging from Sequential Consistency (SC) to a more
relaxed one such as Relaxed Memory Order (RMO).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.3.2 [Memory Structures]: Design Styles – shared memory

General Terms
Algorithms, Theory, Verification

Keywords
Memory consistency models, Multiprocessor verification,
Sequential Consistency, Total Store Order, Vector Clocks

1. INTRODUCTION
The memory consistency model is one of the major attributes of
shared memory multiprocessor systems. It establishes a contract
between the hardware and software regarding the behavior of
accesses to shared memory. Its implication is not only limited to
functionality; it also impacts performance and programmability
of the system as well as portability on the software side and
compatibility on the hardware side. Adve and Gharachorloo
discuss various aspects and issues related to memory consistency
models and provide a tutorial introduction to several models [1].
The most simple and intuitive model is Sequential Consistency
(SC) [14] where all memory operations are assumed to be

serialized in a way consistent with the program order in each
thread. There is much published work that formally describes SC
and other memory consistency models, using various frameworks
designed in accordance with the different perspectives and
purposes of the respective authors [6,7,11,12,15,19,20,22]. Our
work is based upon the framework of axioms presented by
Sindhu et al [19].

The work of verifying that a system complies with a given
memory consistency model can be performed at almost all levels
of abstraction and with different sets of components in the system
considered; e.g. verification can be performed at protocol level,
at architecture level, or at implementation level; with a model of
the processor or memory system alone, or with a complete
multiprocessor system; by using abstract models or real
hardware. Having a system verified to be correct at a high level,
however, does not guarantee that its implementation will actually
work correctly as bugs may be later introduced at the lower level,
or the abstraction at the high level may not contain sufficient
detail to expose all corner cases. Our approach is therefore to
perform end-to-end checks on a complete system, which may
consist of real multiprocessor systems running commercial
operating systems. We run test programs on this system, and
verify the test execution results. The disadvantage with this
approach is that the problem space is virtually infinite, and there
is usually limited controllability and observability over the events
in the system. Nevertheless, dynamically testing a complete
system can potentially uncover bugs at all levels. In our
methodology, pseudo-randomly generated programs with data
races are run on the system, their execution results are observed
and then checked for validity under the defined memory model of
the system. By not necessarily assuming any observability more
than what is visible to a programmer, we are able to use our
methodology in both pre-silicon and post-silicon validation.

1.1 Related Work
The problem of verifying that the execution of a multithreaded
program is sequentially consistent was first formally defined and
studied by Gibbons and Korach [8]. The problem is denoted as
VSC (Verifying Sequential Consistency); it has a number of
variations, two of which are VSC-read and VSC-conflict. VSC-
read is the VSC problem with additional information mapping
each read operation to the corresponding write operation which
created the read value. VSC-conflict is the VSC-read problem
enhanced with information about the total order of write
operations to each individual memory location (but not the order
of writes between different locations). It has been shown that the
VSC and VSC-read problems for an unlimited number of
processors are NP-complete, while VSC-conflict is in P. For the
VSC-read problem with a fixed number of processorsk, an
algorithm based on searching a frontier graph has time
complexity O(nk). Cantin et al established similar complexity
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results related to the problem of Verifying Memory Coherence
(VMC), where only one memory location is involved [5]. Cain
and Lipasti present a distributed algorithm that dynamically
checks the VSC-conflict problem using vector clocks ([2,13])
with the assumption of a hardware observer [3]. The algorithm
consists of an on-line checker that runs concurrently with the
program it is checking. Vector clocks are also employed in other
works which verify memory consistency at the architectural level
[6, 21].

1.2 Contributions
Extending the study of the VSC problems to the Total Store
Order (TSO) memory model or to more relaxed memory models
is not trivial and, to our knowledge, there has been no previous
work towards such an extension. Following the same
terminology used by Gibbons and Korach [8], we call these
extensions the VTSO, VTSO-read, and VTSO-conflict problems.
Our major contributions in this paper are:

1. We show that VTSO-conflict is in P by describing a
polynomial time algorithm, along with a proof of correctness.

2. We describe an incomplete polynomial time algorithm for
VTSO-read that is fast and useful in practice; it may miss
some violations, but it will never report a false violation. We
extend our previous work [10] with the concept of vector
clocks to lower the bound on time complexity and greatly
improve running time at the expense of increased memory
usage.

3. We develop the algorithm for VTSO-conflict into a heuristic
for the VTSO-read problem to sometimes obtain a complete
total order and increase confidence in a “yes” answer; this
heuristic also achieves better run time in practice. We present
results about the success rate of this heuristic.

Our approach of attacking VTSO-read with these polynomial
time algorithms has proven extremely effective and useful in
validating the design of commercial multiprocessors. Although
our algorithms are presented with the TSO memory model, the
ideas can also be applied to other models ranging from SC to a
more relaxed one such as Relaxed Memory Order (RMO).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the TSO memory model in terms of its formal axioms. Section 3
defines the VTSO, VTSO-read, and VTSO-conflict problems.
Section 4 presents algorithms for solving these problems. Section
5 briefly discusses the results, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. THE TSO MEMORY MODEL
We briefly reproduce the 6 axioms of the TSO memory model
formally described by Sindhu et al [19] below. The notation used
is as follows:

La
i a Load to location a by processor i

Sa
i a Store to location a by processor i

�La
i ; Sa

i � a Swap to location a by processor i

Val �La
i � the value read by La

i

Val �Sa
i � the value written by Sa

i

Opa
i either a load or a store

; operator for per processor program order
� operator for global memory order

Two kinds of orders are used in the definition of these axioms (an
order is defined as a relation that is reflexive, anti-symmetric and
transitive): a per processor program order denoted by the

character ; and a global memory order denoted by the character
�. In the following axioms, loads are represented in the global
order by the time at which their return value is effectively bound
(i.e. cannot be changed) while stores are represented by the time
at which the store is effectively visible to all processors in the
system. The following are the 6 TSO axioms:

Order : There is a total order over all stores.
�Sa

i , Sb
j : �Sa

i �Sb
j ���Sb

j�Sa
i �

Atomicity : Atomicity requires that there be no intervening stores
between the load and store components of an atomic operation. 
�La

i ; Sa
i ���La

i �Sa
i �	��Sb

j : Sb
j�La

i �Sa
i �Sb

j �
Termination : All stores and swaps eventually terminate. This is
formally specified by requiring that if one processor does a store
and another processor repeatedly does loads to the same location,

�there will eventually be a load that succeeds S in .
Sa

i 	�La
j ;�
��La

j��La
j ; �
 suchthat Sa

i �La
j

LoadOp: If an operation follows a load in ; then it must also
�follow the load in .

La
i ;Opb

i � La
i �Opb

i

StoreStore: If 2 stores appear in a particular order in ; then they
�must also appear in the same order in .

Sa
i ;Sb

i �Sa
i �Sb

i

Value: The value returned by a load is the value written to it by
the last store in global order, amongst the set of stores preceding
it in either global order or program order.

Val �La
i �Val �Max

<
��Sa

k�Sa
k�La

i ���Sa
i�Sa

i ; La
i ���

Informally, the LoadOp and StoreStore axioms together imply
that the only kind of reordering allowed between operations on
the same processor is for loads to overtake stores, i.e. a load
which succeeds a store in program order may precede it in global
order. When such reordering happens and both operations access
the same memory location, however, the Value axiom guarantees
that the load must return the value from the overtaken store, and
not any other value that it could possibly overwrite. This makes
the result always appears consistent to the same processor while
permits optimizations such as store buffers to locally bypass data
from a store to a load, before the store is globally visible.

The TSO memory model as defined in SPARC V9 [22] is
slightly different from the above axioms in 2 points:

1. Atomic memory transactions do not allow any other memory
transaction to intervene the load and the store components at
all. (The above axiom only prevents intervening stores.)

2. Memory order is total on all memory transactions. (The
above axiom only defines it to be total on all stores.)

It can be shown, however, that the 2 seemingly different
definitions of the TSO model are essentially equivalent for
verification purpose, i.e. any execution trace which satisfies the
axioms of either system also satisfies the other. (The proofs are
outside the scope of this paper and not included.) For ease of
understanding and implementation, we will use the following
(stricter) versions of the Order and Atomicity axioms per the
definitions of the SPARC V9 architecture [22] throughout the
rest of this paper:

Order : There is a total order over all memory operations, i.e.�

has a total order.
Atomicity : Atomicity requires that there be no intervening
memory operations between the load and store components of an
atomic operation. 



�La
i ; Sa

i ���La
i �Sa

i �	��Opb
j :Opb

j�La
i �Sa

i �Opb
j �

In addition to above axioms, we add an axiom pertaining to
memory barriers M [22]:
Membar: Op1 ; M ;Op2�Op1�Op2

3. THE VTSO PROBLEMS
Employing the same terminology used by Gibbons and Korach
[8], we define the following problems based on the TSO memory
model.

3.1 VTSO
Instance: A multithreaded program with:
� Known dynamic memory operation sequences for each

thread
� The memory location and the written value for each

operation that has store semantics
� The memory location and the read value for each operation

that has load semantics

Question: Are all the TSO axioms satisfied?

Note: Due to the fact that the Termination axiom does not really
specify a bound on how long it takes for a written value to be
eventually seen by other processors, this axiom cannot be
completely checked using finite test cases. Thus, we will omit
this axiom from consideration for the rest of the paper.

3.2 VTSO-read
The VTSO-read problem is the VTSO problem with additional
information, called read-mapping, which maps each read
operation to the corresponding write operation which created that
read value. A VTSO problem where all written values are unique
is in effect a VTSO-read problem.

It can be shown that VTSO and VTSO-read are NP-complete as
one can always convert a multithreaded program written for the
SC model into a program for the TSO model by inserting a
memory barrier after every write operation to enforce the SC
behavior. i.e. The VSC and VSC-read problems reduce to the
VTSO and VTSO-read respectively.

3.3 VTSO-conflict
VTSO-conflict is the VTSO-read problem with additional
information specifying the total order of write operations to each
memory location.

4. ALGORITHMS
Although the ability to solve the VTSO problem is the most
general solution, the lack of crucial information such as read-
mapping makes it difficult to design an algorithm that performs
well. Therefore, we limit our scope in this work only to the
VTSO-read and VTSO-conflict problems.

In our algorithms, an execution result of a multithreaded program
is represented by a directed graph, whose nodes represent
operations and edges represent ordering relations in the global
memory order�. Since � is transitive, any path in the graph
implies the existence of the� relation between the source and
destination of the path. We ignore reflexivity of� by not
explicitly adding an edge from each node to itself. Using directed
graphs to model relations between memory operations for
various purposes can also be found in prior work [4,7,15,16,18].

A synthetic node is added at the root of the graph acting like a set
of stores writing initial values to all memory locations.

A set of atomic operations is modeled in the graph by forcing
incoming edges incident to any node in the set to point to its first
node; outgoing edges from any node in the set similarly leave
from its last node. This automatically ensures that the Atomicity
axiom holds for all relations embedded in the graph.

A read-mapping functionw maps each load to the store which
wrote that value. In our implementation, this mapping can be
drawn from the fact that every store would write a distinct value.
If there exists a load reading a value never written to that
memory location, a failure is signaled at the outset. An inverse of
this mapping is also computed and cached in each store node; it
represents the set of all loads that read the value written by that
store.

We first present a polynomial time algorithm for the VTSO-
conflict problem as it is the easier problem because more
information is available.

4.1 Algorithm for VTSO-conflict
Given a graph representing a program with its execution result,
the read-mapping functionw, and the total order of all stores for
each location, edges are added using the following rules.

Static Edges: In the first step, program order edges are added to
the graph according to the following 3 rules. These edges are
independent of execution results:

A1: L;Op ⇒ L ≤ Op (LoadOp axiom) 

A2: S;S' ⇒ S ≤ S' (StoreStore axiom)

A3: S;M;L ⇒ S ≤ L (Membar axiom)

For the remaining rules, letS, S', andL be accesses to the same
location; where S = w(L) and S' � S.

Observed Edges: For all loads, the edges specified by the
following two rules are added based on the load results.

A4: ¬ S;L ⇒ S ≤ L (Value axiom)
This follows becauseSmust be in one of the two store sets in the
Value axiom for L.

A5: S';L ⇒ S' ≤ S (Value axiom); 
This must be true because if bothS ≤ S' and S';L are true, L
cannot read the value written bySaccording to the Value axiom.
We only need to consider the latest storeS' precedingL, because
prior stores from the same thread are ordered before S'.

Value Ordering Edges: With the knowledge of the write order,
we finally add these edges:

A6: S≤ S'according to the known write order per location, which
is a total order.

A7: S ≤ S' ⇒ L ≤ S' (Value axiom) ; for allL reading the value
written by S. We only need to considerS' that immediately
follows S for that location.

Rule A7 enforces the Value axiom by making sure thatSmust be
the most recent (Max-≤) store forL because every store ordered
afterSwill be ordered afterL also. (If not,S'≤ L because there is
a total order on all operations and it would be illegal forL to read
the value written by S)

After all the edges have been added, a cycle existsif and only if
there is a TSO violation.



Proof: The reasons to justify the existence of edges added by
these rules are already given above. If a  cycle exists in the graph,
� is not a valid order (anti-symmetry property is violated.) In
other words, the Order axiom is violated and, hence, a TSO
violation. If a cycle does not exist in the graph, a topological sort
of the graph gives a valid total order on all operations that
satisfies all the TSO axioms, as shown below (we leave the
Termination axiom unchecked as noted earlier; it is vacuously
satisfied in any case):

Order: The topological sort gives a total order on all operations.

Atomicity: Enforced by the way edges are added to/from the
atomic pairs.

LoadOp, StoreStore, Membar: Satisfied by A1 to A3

Value: Val �La
i �Val �Max

<
��Sa

k�Sa
k�La

i ���Sa
i�Sa

i ; La
i ���

For each L, let S = w(L). We will show that:

 SMax
<

��Sa
k�Sa

k�La
i ���Sa

i�Sa
i ; La

i ��

Case1: S;L
Rule A5 ensures that if there exists anotherS' such thatS';L,

then S' ≤ S and S is still the Max
<

�Sa
i�Sa

i ; La
i �

Rule A7 ensures that everyS' ordered afterS is excluded
from �Sa

k�Sa
k�La

i �

Case2: ¬ S;L

Rule A5 ensures thatMax
<

�Sa
i�Sa

i ; La
i ��S

Rule A4 ensures that S ≤ L

Rule A7 ensures that S is the Max
<

�Sa
k�Sa

k�La
i �

Therefore, SMax
<

��Sa
k�Sa

k�La
i ���Sa

i�Sa
i ; La

i �� in both cases

and the Value axiom holds true. ◊

It may appear at first glance that rule A5, which adds edges
between stores, is not needed since a total write order per
location is already provided. However, it is indeed required since
the given write order may specify a relation which conflicts with
the Value axiom, and this rule will catch the conflict.

Rule A4 and A5 are critical for VTSO-conflict, and they are
different from the simple addition ofS≤ L in VSC-conflict. This
is the consequence of allowing loads to overtake their preceding
stores in program order in the TSO model. Another way to view
this difference is that the Value axiom of SC has only one term,

that is: Val �La
i �Val �Max

<
�Sa

k�Sa
k�La

i ��

Note, however, that these rules for VTSO-conflict will work
unchanged for VSC-conflict since S;L ⇒ S ≤ L in SC.

Time Complexity:The time complexity of this algorithm is O(n),
wheren is the number of nodes in the graph (the total number of
operations), assuming appropriate data structures. The number of
edges that can be added by each rule is bounded by O(n), and
therefore the total number of edges in the graph is also O(n); the
final topological sort is O(n+e) wheree is the number of edges.
This results in total running time which is O(n). This also shows
that the VTSO-conflict problem is a P problem.

4.2 Algorithm for VTSO-read
We now present a polynomial-time algorithm for the VTSO-read
problem, which also appears in our previous work [10]; the

following sections describe extensions to this basic algorithm.
Given a graph representing a program with its execution result
and the read-mapping functionw, edges are added using the
following rules:

Static Edges: Rule R1, R2 and R3 are the same asA1, A2 and
A3 respectively.

For the remaining rules, letS, S', andL be accesses to the same
location; where S = w(L) and S' � S.

Observed Edges: Rule R4 and R5 are the same asA4 and A5
respectively.

Inferred Edges: Even though the write order is not known, we
can still infer edges similar toValue Ordering Edgesusing these
two rules which follow from the Value axiom:

R6: S' ≤ L ⇒ S' ≤ S (Value axiom)
Assuming otherwise,S ≤ S' (and givenS' ≤ L) will lead to a
contradiction becauseL cannot read the value written byS as it
would have already been overwritten byS'. This rule can be
viewed as another form of writingA7, by negating both terms on
the left and the right of⇒ (assuming≤ has a total order) and
swapping their positions.

R7: S ≤ S' ⇒ L ≤ S' (Value axiom)
This is essentially the same asA7, except for the complication
that, in the VTSO-read problem, we do not know whichS' is the
one immediately followsS in the per-location total order, and
therefore we need to apply this rule for all currently applicable
stores S'.

To apply rule R6, the set of all possibleS'such thatS'� L can be
found by traversing the graph backward fromL to check all its
predecessors known at that time. Similarly, to apply rule R7,
traversing the graph forward fromSwill reach allS'such thatS�
S'. However, this forward and backward graph traversal depends
on predecessors and successors of the nodes in global order,
which is still in the process of being derived. To overcome this
problem, we iterate over the application of rules R6 and R7 to the
graph, till a fixed point is reached and no further edges are added
in a complete iteration. The graph is then checked for cycles. If a
cycle exists, it implies that the relations derived do not constitute
a valid order. Figure 1 outlines the algorithm to iterate over all
the rules.

Figure 1. High level description of the iteration over R6 & R7

Input: A per processor instruction sequence consisting of loads, stores,
and membars. A swap is considered to be both a load and a store.
A function w, which maps a load to the store which created its value:

Add edges according to rules R1 to R5
[rule R6 and R7] - done in iterations
do
  for each load L
    S := w(L)
    recursively trace all store predecessors S' of L:
      if S' != S and they write to the same address then
        add edge S'→S
      end if
  end for
  for each store S
    recursively trace all store successors S' of S:
      if S' and S write to the same address then
        add edge L→S' for all loads L reading value written by S
      end if
  end for
until no more edges can be added



Time Complexity:A simple, pessimistic upper bound on the time
complexity of this algorithm is O(n5), wheren is the number of
nodes in the graph (the total number of operations): The number
of iterations is bounded by the number of all possible edges,
O(n2), since each iteration adds at least one edge. The time
complexity of each iteration is at most O(n3) since there are O(n)
Store-Load pairs, and we need to spend at most O(n2) time to
traverse the graph for each pair (rule R6 and R7). Thus, the
algorithm in this section has polynomial running time
independent of the number of processors. However, it is
incomplete, as will be explained in Section 4.5.

4.3 Example
Figure 2 illustrates an example (reproduced from our previous
work [10]) of a 4-thread program outcome for the VTSO-read
problem which violates TSO; it is correctly detected as a
violation by the algorithm described in the previous section.
There are 2 memory locations involved: A and B. The notation
for this example and the following examples in this paper is:
S[A]#1 refers to a store which writes value 1 to location A, while
L[B]=92 refers to a load to address B which reads value 92.
Figure 3 illustrates graphically how a cycle is formed in the
analysis graph.

� First, static edges E1, E2, and E3 are added using rules R1
and R2 which simply establish program order relationships
using the LoadOp and StoreStore axioms.

� Next, observed edges E4 to E7 are added by applying rule R4
to all load nodes in the graph. Note that rule R4 does not

create an edge from S[B]#92 to L[B]=92 on P2 because they
are on the same processor.

� Next, observed edge E8 is added by applying rule R5 to
L[A]=2 on P0

� Next, during application of rule R6 for the load L[B]=92 on
P2, S[B]#91 is found to be one of its predecessors (this is due
to the presence of edge E8); this lets us add inferred edge E9.

� Finally, tracing the predecessors of L[B]=91 on P3 leads us
to S[B]#92, giving us the inferred edge E10 (rule R6).

A cycle in the graph (shown in bold) is formed by edges E9 and
E10 indicating a conflicting order between S[B]#91 and S[B]#92,
a TSO violation.

4.4 Vector Clocks and VTSO-read
Vector clocks and timestamps are widely used techniques in
reasoning about distributed computing [2,13]. They are used
mainly for tracking the ordering of events or messages from other
processes that each process currently perceives. We emphasize
that vector clocks in our implementation are offline constructs
used to reason about available ordering information at some point
during the analysis; they are not actually present during test
execution.

The concept of vector clocks can be applied directly to SC
because program order implies memory order and, thus, given
Opi

� Opj, all operations from processorj after Opj in program
order are also ordered afterOpi from processori in memory
order. To find all successors ofOpi, therefore, we only need to
keep track of the earliestOpj in program order such thatOpi

�

Opj for all processorsj. Furthermore, to find allS'≤ L andS≤ S'
in the graph (the conditions of rule R6 and R7), it is sufficient to
start at each store node and search only for its earliest successors,
which could be loads or stores, that read or write to the same
location but with values different from the one it writes. This
observation helps us bound the graph traversal while we iterate
over rule R6 and R7. For example, in rule R7, instead of
traversing the whole graph to find allS' which succeedS in
memory order, we only need to consider the earliest suchS' in
each thread. With a data structure representing a reverse time
vector clock1, and using pointers to actually link nodes rather
than simply keeping timestamps, the time complexity for
applying rule R7 to each storeS in the graph is now O(k) instead
of O(n+e) where k is the total number of processors,n is the
number of nodes, and e is the number of edges.

However, in the TSO memory model, program order does not
imply memory order since a load can overtake its preceding
stores. Nevertheless, program order among stores implies
memory order, and similarly for loads; therefore, we can split the
instruction stream of one TSO processor into twovirtual SC
processors; one contains only stores and the other contains only
loads. Note that program orderL;S also impliesL � Sin TSO and
we shall represent this with an oracle edge between theseL andS
which are now separated in the two virtual SC processors.

Figure 4 outlines the modified algorithm for rule R6 and R7.

Time Complexity:The number of iterations, bounded by the total
number of possible edges, is O(n2). In each iteration, there are
O(n) stores whose vector clocks will be traced with O(k) time
complexity each. This totals to O(kn3).

1 Reverse time vector clocks track successors, while vector
clocks track predecessors.Figure 3. Inferred edges for the program in Figure 2        

P0

P1 P2

P3

S[B]#91

S[A]#1

E1 - Rule R2

S[B]#92

E9 - Rule R6

L[B]=91

E7 - Rule R4

S[A]#2

E8 - Rule R5

L[A]=2

E4 - Rule R4

L[A]=2

E5 - Rule R4

E10 - Rule R6

L[B]=92

E6 - Rule R4

L[B]=92

E2 - Rule R1 E3 - Rule R1

     P1        P2     P3      P4

S[B]#91 S[A]#2 S[B]#92 L[B]=92

S[A]#1 L[A]=2 L[B]=91

L[A]=2  L[B]=92

Figure 2. An example program outcome which violates TSO



4.5 Heuristic for VTSO-read
In the absence of cycles in the graph, the polynomial time
algorithms of Figure 1 and Figure 4 create a global order relation
which is consistent with the LoadOp, StoreStore, Membar, Value
and Atomicity axioms. However, the algorithms are incomplete
because they do not explicitly ensure that the Order axiom is
satisfied. To satisfy the Order axiom, we would have to identify
unordered writes at the end of our algorithms and search for a
combination of relations between them which is compatible with
the results; this search could make the runtime exponential in the
worst case, and the analysis time impractically large. By not
explicitly enforcing the Order axiom, our algorithms trade off
accuracy for reasonable analysis time.

Figure 5 illustrates a case where an existing relation is not
inferred by our analysis algorithms; the edges in the graph are
depicted at the point when the algorithm of Figure 1 (or Figure 4)
has reached a fixed point and terminated. Notice that S[A]#1
and S[A]#2 are left unordered. However, we can reason that
S[A]#1 � S[A]#2 must be true. If not, S[A]#2� S[A]#1 by the
Order axiom; but with this order and the fact that only one of the
two values, either 3 or 4, can survive after S[A]#2 in location B,
the two loads from location B must read the same value. While
this example is not yet a missed TSO violation, adding a similar,
mirrored set of nodes to a different location C (two stores to C
ordered before S[A]#1, and two loads to C ordered after S[A]#2)
creates an instance of a TSO violation which is missed by our
algorithms.

To increase the probability of finding a valid total order and
thereby remove the source of incompleteness, we adopt the
following heuristic. After each complete iteration of applying
rules R6 and R7 to all the nodes in the graph, we can
hypothetically perform a topological sort and extract the resulting

write order per location. Once a possible write order per location
is available, we can apply the fast linear time algorithm in
Section 4.1, assuming the VTSO-conflict problem. We actually
combine these two steps into one in our implementation by
applying rule A7 as soon as a new write order is assumed during
the topological sort. Of course, if the heuristic finds a TSO
violation, we cannot conclude that it is real as it may be the
consequence of the improperly assumed write order; we must
continue with the original algorithm, and if the original algorithm
has reached a fixed point, then the analysis stops without a total
ordering. In practice, as more edges get added due to rule R6 and
R7 they tend to capture the essence of the memory ordering such
that the heuristic has a higher probability of finishing with a valid
total operation order (TOO). If this happens, our polynomial time
algorithm has completely certified that the program outcome is
valid under the TSO axioms; in addition, the iteration over rule
R6 and R7 can stop early resulting in improvement in overall run
time. If the heuristic does not find a total ordering, we still flag
the test as a pass, since such an ordering is assumed to exist
though we were not able to find it easily.

We find that, in practice, this heuristic not only helps improve
completeness of our polynomial time algorithm, it also improves
its running time because we often find a valid total order even
before the previous algorithm has reached a fixed point. Consider
again the completeness of analysis for the missing edge in
Figure 5. Although the edge from S[A]#1 to S[A]#2 was missed
by the analysis algorithm, by applying rule A7 as soon as one of
the stores S[B]#3 and S[B]#4 is picked, we ensure S[A]#1 is
picked before S[A]#2 in the heuristic, effectively discovering the
missing edge.

4.6 Other Memory Models
The analysis algorithms described in this section can be modified
to verify other memory models as well. For example, in SC, all
the rules remain the same (as noted in Section 4.1), except for the
additional requirement between stores and loads on the same
processor. Therefore, the only difference lies in the initial set of
edges determined from program order and the application of the
remaining rules remains the same. For more relaxed memory
models, more than 2 virtual SC processors may be required for
one original instruction steam. For example, in Relaxed Memory
Order (RMO), only program order among stores to the same
location implies memory order, and therefore, the number of
virtual SC processors depends on the number of shared memory
locations used by the program. 

5. RESULTS
We have implemented these algorithms as a key enhancement to
our previous work in the context of TSOtool, a program that
generates pseudo-random, multithreaded test programs with
aggressive data races and analyzes their execution results to

Figure 5. An example when the algorithm misses an edge

S[B]#4S[B]#3

S[A]#2

P1P0

P2

L[B]=4

S[A]#1

L[B]=3

P5P4

P3

Figure 4. High level description of the iteration over R6 & R7
with Vector Clocks

Input: A per virtual SC processor instruction sequence consisting of
loads, stores, and membars. A swap is considered to be both a load
and a store. A functionw, which maps a load to the store which
created its value:

Data Structure: An offline Reverse Time Vector Clock at each node x,
x.rtvc[i] points to the first node in virtual SC processor #i such that
x≤x.rtvc[i] . Initial rtvc[] for all nodes are precomputed with backward
topological sort.

[rule R6 and R7] - done in iterations
do
  for each store S
    for each virtual SC processor i
      x := S.rtvc[i]
      if x is a load (virtual SC processor i contains only loads) then
        L := first load that accesses same location as S, x;L, and w(L)�S
        [rule R6]
        add edge S→w(L) if not already S≤w(L)
        update S.rtvc[]
      else (virtual SC processor i contains only stores and membars)
        S' := first store that accesses same location as S and  x;S'
        [rule R7]
        for all loads L such that w(L)=S
          add edge L→S' if not already L≤S'
          update L.rtvc[]
        end for
      end if
    end for
  end for
until no more edges can be added



detect TSO violations [10]. It is used in many phases of design
and validation of new microprocessors in Sun Microsystems, and
has been successful in finding hundreds of bugs in the design of
nine different microprocessors, and shared memory
multiprocessor systems based on them. All stores in TSOtool
generated test programs write unique values, ensuring that the
analysis has to deal only with the VTSO-read or the VTSO-
conflict problems. Whenever possible, with sufficient
observability about per-location write-order (for example, in
simulation environments), the tool works on the the VTSO-
conflict problem and can therefore employ the algorithm in
Section 4.1 to generate complete results in linear time; however,
in the general case, there is limited observability (for example, on
real multiprocessor systems or hardware accelerated simulators),
and TSOtool employs the algorithm in Section 4.2 along with the
vector clocks extension in Section 4.4 for the VTSO-read
problem and the TOO heuristic in Section 4.5. Analysis time is
the main bottleneck in the number of tests which can be run on
real multiprocessor systems: test threads are pre-generated, so
selecting a set of test threads and running a 128K operation test
takes only a few milliseconds, while analyzing the result takes a
few orders of magnitude more time.

For the VTSO-read problem, applying the concept of vector
clocks to the analysis algorithm gives us a speedup of about 30X
over our original implementation of TSOtool, allowing us to
dramatically increase our test throughput on large multiprocessor
systems. Applying the heuristic in Section 4.5 to the problem
yields approximately another 2X speedup whenever it is able to

stop the iteration of rules R6 and R7 early because a valid TOO
is found before the analysis algorithm has reached a fixed point.

To understand how well these algorithms perform in practice, we
carried out experiments on an otherwise unloaded 24-way
1.2GHz UltraSparc-III+-based Sun multiprocessor system. We
used TSOtool to generate random multithreaded programs with
the following instruction mix: 33.3% loads, 33.3% stores, 30%
atomics, 1.7% membars, and 1.7% others. We varied the number
of threads/processors (p) and the number of memory locations (a)
used by the programs, as well as the size of the programs
(denoted asn, the total number of memory operations across all
processors). The execution results of these programs were then
analyzed using one of the processors on the same machine with
the algorithms described in this paper (the analysis itself is serial,
not parallel.) For each tuple (n,p,a), 32 pseudo-random programs
were generated with different seeds, then executed, and analyzed.
In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the average analysis time over all 32 runs is
plotted for each tuple.

The percentage of times that the heuristic found a valid TOO
while analyzing different programs forn=128K nodes is shown
in Figure 6, and the corresponding analysis time is shown in
Figure 7. The heuristic tends to successfully find a valid TOO
less frequently when the number of locations is relatively small
compared to the number of processors. This is due to increased
access contention, resulting in more store values that are never
read, so the heuristic has relatively less information in order to
make a successful guess. Figure 8 illustrates the effect ofn, p,
and a, respectively. Note that the analysis time scales almost

Figure 7. Analysis Time
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Figure 6. Effectiveness of the heuristic in Section 4.5
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linearly with all these variables although the bound is O(kn3) in
theory. However, the size of our data structure also scales with
all p, a, andn, and a large memory footprint can adversely affect
performance.

Overall, our analysis algorithm runs in the order of seconds while
the original algorithm runs in minutes when compared at n=64K.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we extend the study of the VSC problems to a more
relaxed memory model, specifically, the TSO model and the
corresponding VTSO problems. Although the discussion is based
on the TSO model, the presented ideas can be applied to other
memory models as long as they can be similarly defined in terms
of a set of formal axioms.

Our polynomial time algorithm for VTSO-read, along with an
extension employing vector clocks and a heuristic to improve
completeness, has been useful and effective in quickly analyzing
multithreaded program executions to detect bugs in the design of
real, complex multiprocessor systems. In future, it would be
valuable to further analyze the algorithm's quality in terms of
completeness and gain insights into cases where it is incomplete
despite our heuristic. Assistance in finding the root-cause of a
detected violation will also be very helpful, since errors detected
by this tool tend to be very subtle.
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